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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which description of how dialed numbers are recorded in the
Call Detail Record in Cisco Unified Communications Manager is
true?
A. Client Matter Codes are not included in CDR for security
reasons.
B. CDR records the dialed numbers prior to translation level
digit manipulation.
C. Neither forced authorization codes or names are recorded in
CDR.
D. CDR records the dialed numbers after route list level digit
manipulation.
E. CDR records the dialed numbers after route pattern level
digit manipulation.
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 2
The starting point for the corrective maintenance process
usually is a ____________.
A. Catalog
B. Notification
C. Order
D. Activity
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
The number and the challenge of the center L1 construction
(multiple choice)
A. construction for a long time
B. advertised weak
C. effect low ()
D. language difference (positive case)
Answer: A,B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
You want to implement public holidays and would like to valid
having to change the work schedule if a public holiday or
changed How do you achieve this?

A. Create Resource Exceptions and Assign them within work
schedule.
B. Create Calendar Events with public Holiday as category each
of them as exceptions within the work schedule.
C. Create Calendar Events and assign them as exceptions within
the work schedule.
D. Create Calendar events as Resource Exceptions and assign
them within the work schedule.
E. Create Calendar Events with public Holiday as category and
category and assign that calendar category as an exception
within the work schedule.
Answer: C
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